
High Quality 
Bandsawn Face Ease of Installation Non-Toxic & CARB 

Compliant

JSC CEDAR-TONED PLYWOOD

Versatility That Inspires a Plethora of Architectural Styles 

Plywood is a smart way of adding the natural warmth of timber to any part of your home’s interior. It 
offers the same aesthetic qualities as solid timber and due to its manufacturing process and cross-

grained structure, it offers great stability and evenly distributed strength. 

 JSC Cedar-toned plywood’s Okoume band sawn face offers a natural open timber grain appearance 
with a close resemblance to Western Red Cedar. 

Attractive, eco-friendly and versatile, this JSC timber alternative gives your build a stunning cedar look 
finish and a depth of rich colour across the board. 

No Added Urea 
Formaldehyde



Disclaimer: JSC has endeavored to ensure this information is accurate but recommends for critical applications that independent advice is obtained. These properties are a guide only, as timber is a natural 
product there will be variations within any species. Please speak to our professionals at JSC for information and advice as well as for any information around profiles, fixing details and supporting documentation. 

JSC’s plywood can be used as a main feature or as an 
accent in residential or commercial spaces. 

Interior Lining and Soffits
The Cedar-toned plywood is non-toxic and due to its 
low VOC emission is suitable for interior applications. 
Great to be used for interior wall lining, soffits and 
roof lining and is perfectly suited for intumescent 
coatings.

The Cedar-toned plywood can take a full range of 
coatings including darker colours than a standard 
pine plywood can. Coating plywood not only protects 
and reduces the wear of the timber veneer, but it 
adds an extra design element to the application. 

Thickness and Finish 12mm | Bandsawn

Core Oregon Core

Veneer Okoume | Gaboon Face 

Standard Sizes Available 2440 x 1220 x 12mm

Certification Manufactured in the USA to “APA-QMS” standards

Colour Pinkish-Brown or Pale Red Hue

Coatings
Takes Stain, Polyurethane, & Oil Well. JSC Recommend Staining, Edge Sealing & 

Coating the Backs To Reduce Delaminating/Deterioration

Specifications JSC Interior Lining Guide 

Other Features No Open Defects Throughout The Core. 
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